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IMechE Southern Asia Region 2015 Year In Review

Sam Perera

Dear Colleagues,

As another successful year has passed, it is with great pleasure that I write to 
you my message for the Southern Asia Region 2015 review of activities. The 
annual review has been compiled by Siddartha Khastgir CEng MIMechE and 
Remon Issac Rajamaney AMIMechE.

2015 has been another eventful year for the Institution with the region 2015 has been another eventful year for the Institution with the region 
progressing well on two of its major goals of membership growth at all levels and 
focus on affiliate to associate conversion for young members. 
As regional chair, it is my belief that young members are the future of the region and the institution, 
and seasoned engineers need to mentor them to help them achieve their full potential. Members in 
our region have been setting international benchmarks and leading many initiatives at the 
international level and are continuing in 2016.

20152015 saw the regional meeting held in Lahore, Pakistan and attendees from all member countries 
participated in the meeting. I am happy to see increased activities in Bangladesh lead by David How 
CEng MIMechE, with over 150 members. Maldives with two members came under SAR from ME and 
Africa region. Three members from Sri Lanka group attended the India Branch AGM 2015 in New 
Delhi. The International Strategy Board met in Tokyo, Japan and was attended by me and Anshul, 
YMR. 2015 also saw Satish C Gupta CEng FIMechE get elected to the IMechE Council. Hope the 
region will have new council members in 2016. I next attended the regional  chairs' meeting and the 
council meeting.council meeting.

For the second year running, the IMechE young member visionary award was conferred to a young 
member from SAR (after Siddartha Khastgir got the award in 2014). Nabeel Younis AMIMechE, 
Pakistan YM representative was conferred the award. I am proud that we are the first and the only 
international region whose members have received this award.

Another highlight of the year for the region was the second successive Engineering Tomorrow 
event, a three day event for young members of the Southern Asia region, held in Colombo in 
November. The event has been key to the engagement among young members and has been 
instrumental in the affiliate to associate campaign. Once again, the event was conceptualized by 
Siddartha with assistance lead by me and members in Sri Lanka like Lucien, Lasantha, Chanaka and 
Prashant to name a few.  It comprised of the SAR Speak Out for Engineering finals, SAR Design 
Finals, Learned Society talks and Young Member conference. SOFE was won by Pakistan while the 
designdesign was won by Sri Lanka. The event also had the Colombo leg of the Global Engineering Debate. 
Apart from members of the region the event was attended by Prof Alan Lau CEng FIMechE 
(International Vice President, IMechE) and Louis Szeto CEng FIMechE (North-East Asia Region 
Chair), Allwyn Peter (Country Advisor - North India) and Alisha Fernandes (IMechE International 
development executive).

December saw a historic event being held at IMechE HQ. The institution conferred  Honorary 
Fellowship to Mr. Ratan N. Tata (Chairman Emeritus, Tata Sons). Dr. Tim Leverton CEng FIMechE 
(Head - Advanced & Product Engineering, Tata Motors Ltd.), Paul Arora  CEng FIMechE (IMechE 
Trustee Board Member), Prabal Sarma (Principal Regional Advisor) and Siddartha Khastgir CEng 
MIMechE (SARWebmaster) attended the ceremony.The regional membership has increased to over 
4200 with substantial growth in paying membership. 

I wish to thank those volunteers who were responsible for the membership growth.
II welcome new ideas and initiatives from all our members to continue activities to in 2016/17 that 
would be beneficial to the young members. 2016 will see a first ever video competition being 
organized in SAR region which has been conceptualized by Siddartha. The event will be launched in 
the summer of 2016. 

I thank all members in SAR for their participation and wish a useful and successful future. 
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UKTI’s light weighting and fuel economy seminar was held on the 24th January 2015 in Pune, India. UK trade investment in 
partnership with SMMT, the leading UK trade association organized the seminar to discuss the importance of improving 
automotive energy efficiency using lightweight materials, fuel efficiency and hybrid and electric vehicle technology.  The 
seminar which was scheduled for half day started at 9.30 am. “Efficient virtual engineering and optimization through IC engine 
performance, combustion and emission analysis”, “A welding of plastics components best practice and assessment of joint 
integritintegrity, “Lubrication efficiency in gear boxes”, “Light weighting for reduced emission”, “Carbon Fiber-Enabling mass 
production technologies” and “Hybridized power trains” were the topics of the lectures. Senior Indian Business Representatives 
attended the presentations by the UK specialists and discussed about Light Weighting & Fuel Economy and how the UK and 
India can work together to further develop these technologies and commercial opportunities.

Pakistan South Region SOfE Competition

To help engineers with a platform to catapult their ideas, various organizations and societies organize 
different competitions wherein the aspiring entrepreneurs pitch in their ideas to revered judges. 
Contemplating the augmenting interest of individuals in the contest, the IMechE-PNEC,NUST-Students 
chapter decided to host a first SOfE competition in Karachi. 

With the approval by the director and concord between the team mates, the thought was turned into reality. The Chapter 
provided a chance to all the innovative minds in southern Pakistan, from Sindh and Balochistan, to step forward and present 
their ideas. 

The purpose of conducting the South Region SOfE competition was to maximize the reach 
of the contest by expanding the domain and to make the environment even more 
competitive. On  February  14th,  2015  the  event  took  place  at  NUST-PNEC  where  an  
esteemed  panel  of  judges accompanied by innovative students from different universities 
from whole Pakistan south showed their presence. This has been the very first south region 
SOfE competition in Pakistan it turned out to be an instant hit in students, faculty and in 
general audience alike.

January - February...
IMechE at SIAT Pune, India

SIAT which is Symposium on International Automotive Technology is an event organized by ARAI once in 2 years. It plays a 
pivotal role in the indian automotive industry. It serves the automotive industry as an essential forum to exchange and generate 
ideas and to solve problems.

Theme for the SIAT was “Towards Safer, Cleaner & Quite World”. Automotive 
experts from industry and academia across the world gathered on a common 
platform. Around 1800 delegates representing 25 countries were present in the 
event. IMechE India branch was also a part of this event to engage the 
members in India at stall 94. IMechE took pride to be a part of this prestigious 
event to meet and communicate with the members and engineers in India and 
other international delegates. The tremendous efforts of the dedicated 
volunteers in Pune was key in making the event successful.volunteers in Pune was key in making the event successful.

The stall had more than 250 visitors from different backgrounds such 
as students, professors, scientist and young engineers. Dr Tim 
Leverton CEng FIMechE (Head of Advanced and Product Engineering, 
Tata Motors), Terry Spall, Commercial Director, MIRA Technology Park 
Ltd., Ms Rashmi Urdhwareshe, Director ARAI, delegates from Jaguar 
Land Rover, Fiat, Mahindra & Mahindra, Robert Bosch, who are the 
distinguished personalities also visited the stall and provided 
encouragingencouraging support for the Institution. This has been a committed 
team effort by the Pune members who are geared up for raising the 
IMechE footprint in India and expanding the IMechE India automotive 
unit.

UKTI’s Light Weighting & Fuel Economy Seminar, India
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The 2015 Southern Asia Region Board meeting was held in Lahore on 13 and 14th of March 2015. Representatives from Sri 
Lanka, Pakistan, India and Bangladesh attended the meeting. The focus of the meeting was on increasing young member 
activities and existing member engagement. 

Southern Asia Region Board Meeting 2015

NED Aircraft Competition Pakistan

IMechE NED Students’ Chapter marked its presence in NED on 28th and 29th March 
2014 by conducting NED's first RC aircraft competition “Propellair”, in which the students 
were able to practically test their technical and creative capabilities. The participants 
were required to design, build and fly RC propeller aircraft. IMechE provided the students 
a complete package where they were able to analyse their analytical as well as technical 
skills. It was about how air planes fly, how we can build them and much more.

The idea behind conducting "Propellair" was to provide a local platform to the students of NED where they can challenge 
themselves in different aspects of mechanical engineering and where everyone can participate without any restrictions. 12 
teams registered for the competition. Each team comprised of 3 to 5 team members. Overall 50+ students took part in the 
competition belonging to mechanical, automotive and electronics engineering departments.
Propellair was a two day event involving debriefing session and flying session.

DebriefingDebriefing Session: In this session, judges tested the knowledge of the teams regarding their aircrafts. This test consisted of the 
basic concepts of the flying machines, aerodynamics and the practical manufacturing techniques of the aircraft. 
FlyingFlying Session: The next day of the debriefing session, the participants put their aircrafts to the test. This took place at the 
university's cricket ground. Participants were required to perform specific missions with their aircrafts consisting of different 
manoeuvres. Only professional RC planes' pilots were allowed to fly them due to the safety concern. The flying performances 
were judged by a panel of three judges from various institutes related to aviation. 

Dean MME Dr. Muhammad Tufail  and Dr. Muhammad Uneeb (Chairman Karachi/South Panel IMechE) were the chief guests 
who awarded prizes and shields to the winners and the participants. 

March...
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The annual General Meeting of Sri Lanka group was held at Grand Oriental Hotel in 
Colombo on Wednesday the 23rd of April, 2015. 

The AGM received the secretary’s report for the session 2014-2015 and the audited account 
for the session 2014-2015. During the AGM, the office bearers, management committee 
members and auditors for the term 2015-2016 were elected.

Newly elected committee members are Eng. Lucien Pereira (Chairman),Eng. Newton 
Wickramasuriya (Vice Chairman), Eng. S.T. Perera (Past President), Eng. Preshant De Mel 
(Hon. Secretary), Eng. Russel De Zilva (Treasurer), Eng. Chanaka Wanniarachchi 
(Chair-member Development), Eng. Lasantha Kurukulaarachi (YM chair/ Editor), Prof. L. 
Rajapaksha (Chair CPD), Eng. T.K.G. Ranasinghe (Chair Presentations), Eng. Lolitha 
Wickramaarachchi (Chair Social Activities) , Eng. K. Vishwanath (Student Chapter 
Cordinator) and  Eng. Remon Issac Rajamaney (Web Master). The Auditors are Eng. Lal 
Weerasinghe and Eng. A.I.A Baduge.  It was ended with fellowship dinnerWeerasinghe and Eng. A.I.A Baduge.  It was ended with fellowship dinner

April - June...
Sri Lanka Group AGM

Science Olympiad Scion ’15 Pakistan

Industrial Visit to Lakvijaya Power Plant 

IMechE Sri Lanka group visited the Lakvijaya power plant Noracholai. The plant is located in the  northern west coast of 
Srilanka, which is  the largest power station in the island. 3 X 300MW of power is being produced in this power plant where coal 
is utilized as the main source of power to produce steam which is used to rotate the turbine at 3000 rpm.  Coal is imported from 
indonesia, this is brought through ships and they’re transferred to the factory through barges and conveyors. Lucien Perera 
(Chairman of the Sri Lanka group), Chanaka Wanniarachi (Chair-Member Development) and Lasantha Kurukulaarchchi   (YM 
Chair)Chair) represented IMechE Sri Lanka group during this visit. The corporate sector which consist about numerous mechanical 
engineers made it a point to get the associate membership of IMechE. 

IMechE NUST Student chapter in collaboration with NUST Science Society organized two events as apart of the Science 
Olympiad Scion ’15 on 25-26 April, 2015.The first, Potato Cannon, required the teams to construct a launcher with an 
appropriate projectile range from the provided material (mostly PVC piping). The turnout was  below par, but the enthusiasm 
and excitement of the participants more than made up for it.

TheThe event was split over two days, because the PVC cement used in the binding of various components took long time to dry 
out. since the mechanism of launch involved highly pressurized air, defects in the structure cannot be allowed lest the whole 
construct collapse.The second day of testing managed to draw a pretty big crowd. Apparently everybody loves watching 
potatoes fly ! The objective was to launch the potato onto a target 60 feet away, further from the target the lower the score. 

TheThe second event Hydraulic Robot, involved the use of ice cream sticks along with rubber bands, paper clips and syringes to 
construct an automation powered by water. Naturally it was fairly baffling and so a tutorial video was prepared for the 
participants, a few helpful tips and tricks to get them going. Within the given time of two hours most robots were successfully 
constructed.  To conclude both events together, the judging for the water powered contraptions was held a day later.

DuringDuring judgement several constructs failed at first testing, some due to lack of strength, others due to leaky tubing. Many 
automatons held up pretty well but the ones made by ‘Ravens’ secured first place and ‘Incursions’ as the runners up. All in all, 
the events proved to be a smashing hit at the inaugural Scion and we can be sure that all the science whizzes had a blast!
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July-August...
A discussion on Engineering Industries in Srilanka was 
held  on 18th of July 2015 at Hotel Janaki Colombo. The 
executive committee members along with the active 
associate members who are currently working in 
industries were present on the event. This discussion was 
based on identifying the reasons for the lack of growth in 
these sectors which are the main areas which should spur 
industrialindustrial development of the country and also provide 
gainful , challenging and remunerative employment to our 
future crop of young engineers. Engineer’s responsibility 
on manufacturing industries and the challenges faced by 
them were also considered. Each participant was given a 
chance to express their own views and also to share their 
experience for  benefit of the rest of the members. 
EspeciallyEspecially the recommendations and guidance provided 
by the senior members of the group was very beneficial to 
the younger members.  The event concluded with a 
fellowship dinner at the hotel. 

IMechE Introductory Lecture at University of Peradeniya Srilanka

Open Forum on Engineering Industries in SriLanka

IMechE Sri Lanka group visited the engineering faculty of University of 
Perdeniya on 10th August 2015. Lucien Pereira (Chairman SL Group), 
Lasantha Kurukulaarachi (Chairman Young members section), Chanaka 
Wanniarachchi (Chairman Membership development), K. Vishwanath 
(Student Chapter Coordinator), Prof. L. Rajapaksha (Chair CPD) took part in 
the session. The team was hosted by Peradeniya university student chapter 
members.

TheThe session started with introduction to IMechE local activities and route to 
membership conducted by Eng Lasantha Kurukulaarachi, followed by a 
session on Industrial safety and latest developments in the industry by Eng 
Chanaka Wanniarachchi. The main objective of this event is to raise the 
awareness about IMechE. More than 150 students participated and 
witnessed the event. Staff members from the department of mechanical 
engineering and students from the departments of mechanical engineering, 
productionproduction engineering and chemical & processes engineering participated 
at the event.
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September...

IMechE western India panel together with IET organized a technical seminar on pumping systems: design and control and it 
was held on the 5th September 2015 at Powai, Mumbai. 

The seminar began with the registration of participants. A lecture on “Design of pumping systems for varying design 
requirements” by Mr. David Thommana was the main highlight out of all the lectures presented on that day. Most productive 
segment of the seminar was the panel discussion on Professional Registration and Benefits in IMechE and IET. 

Technical Seminar on Pumping System

Finding Your Way Through IMechE

Finding your way through IMechE is a presentation done by Lasantha Kurukulararchchi CEng 
MIMechE who is the Young Members’ Chair of Srilanka Group, on 9th of September at University of 
Peradeniya to the student chapter members to increase the awareness of IMechE. A brief 
summary of his lecture is given below.

TheThe Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) is the fastest growing professional engineering 
institution. Our 120,000 members work in the most important and dynamic industries across the 
world. The benefits which can be gained through IMechE are leadership skills, Improved CV, 
Renewed Enthusiasm, Socializing, Networking, Strategic View point, Industry Awareness, 
Exposure to top level colleagues, Meeting a variety of people and project management experience. 

In addition to this the YMB provides methods and tools for young members to deliver the Institutions objectives worldwide.  
These tools are developed and driven by the needs of Young Members in each of the institutions geographical, technical 
and professional boards. Finally few events organized by the IMechE Srilanka group also were shown as examples such as 
Lectures and Presentations,Funded Projects,Sponsoring Events,YM Events,University Events, SOfE Competition and etc.

Young Member Visionary Of The Year - 2015

IMechE  young member board recognizes an individual who has made an outstanding 
contribution in Engineering outreach, Engineering Innovation and inspiring the next 
generation. South Asia Region is very proud and glad that the 2015 Young member 
visionary award was also won by SAR member Nabeel Younus.  Previous year award 
was also won by a SAR member Siddartha Khastgir. 

Nabeel Younis AMIMechE is an Assistant Professor in the School of Mechanical and 
Manufacturing Engineering at the National University of Sciences and Technology in 
Islamabad, an entrepreneur and a key player in the Institution’s activities in Pakistan. He 
is committed to playing an active part in his society, and sees engineering as the way to 
improve lives.

Nabeel received his BEng (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering from Birmingham City Nabeel received his BEng (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering from Birmingham City 
University and later completed a Masters at Loughborough University in Advanced 
Manufacturing. He then returned to Pakistan, where he has combined his academic role 
with setting up his own business, Interactive Solutions, which sells education 
technology to the Pakistani market. 

He finds it very rewarding to encourage young engineers, and is an active mentor to many past and present students. “It’s 
inspiring to influence young people and help them tap into the potential they have to achieve their dreams” he says.

Nabeel is very proud to be the Young Member Visionary, although is quick to point how there are many people working to 
change lives and inspire young engineers. “I am very honoured to have been chosen, and want to thank the Institution and 
my colleagues. Engineering relies on building teams so that we can change lives. I am proud to be part of this team of 
people.”
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Engineers Forum, India 

Global Engineering Debate, New Delhi 

28th October 2015, marked a historic day for Bangalore IMechE Members.  IMechE Bangalore Chapter organised its first 
ever event: ENGINEERS FORUM which comprised of talks from three Experienced Professionals from Aerospace, Railways 
and Automotive Industry. The event was held at the CITRINE Hotel in Bangalore. The event was attended by IMechE 
Affiliate members, Associate members, Corporate members and was hosted by one of the volunteers Vijay Kothari.

TheThe event started by a welcome speech which was displayed on the screen, written by Paul Arora who is the Chairman of 
the India Branch and was read by Ankit Sharma who is a part of the Young Member Panel, and came all the way from Delhi 
to support the Bangalore volunteers at this special moment. The speech conveyed warm wishes from the Chairman to the 
Bangalore Members for organising this event and also assured continuous support for future events. This was followed by 
an introductory talk on the institute initiatives and journey in India by Prabal Sarma who is the consulting director at IMechE 
India.  

TheThe first speaker for the event was Kapil Khanna CEng MIMechE who is the Head of Rail Engineering projects, Transportation, 
Atkins India. His talk was on “Digital Railways”. He spoke about how Digital Technology is playing a huge role in almost 
each and every industry and how The Rail industry understood the benefits of the digital technology. Overall he shared his 
thoughts on Digital Railways that has become a flagship initiative for the British Rail network.The next speaker to come on 
stage was  David Orth who is the General Manager of GKN Aerospace India, Bangalore. His talk was on “Recent Advances 
inin Aerospace Technology”. He spoke about different innovative and future technologies which were used and being 
researched in the Aerospace Industry. He further added about how aerospace industries are playing a key role in the 
development of new, fuel efficient aircrafts, and also shared the future challenges in Aerospace Technology. 

The final speaker of the day was Mr.Eugen Wurzer who is the regional manager of Semcon India Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore. He 
spoke about “Challenges in Automotive engineering – multidisciplinary approach.” He explained how the Automotive 
industry is getting more and more complex where most of the challenges are resulting out of customer and legal 
requirements, modularized strategies, new and changing demands and a decreasing development time and shorter time to 
market.After all the three interesting talks, the speakers were given some gifts by Mr.Prabal Sarma. The event concluded by 
a Vote of Thanks speech from Mir. The event was followed by a group photograph and networking Dinner.

Participants, The Global Engineering Debate 2015 – India

Technologies for sustainable and better future was the theme for the Global Engineering Debate which was organized by 
IMechE India branch in New Delhi. The main speakers of the global engineering debate were Ujjal Mathur (Senior Manager, 
EDF India), Dr. P. L. Dhar : Professor, IIT-Delhi Pranjal Verma : Secretary, IMechE India Mahesh Shinde : Head, Indoor Testing 
(ERC) and Dr. J.P. Subrahmanyam( Professor, IIT-Delhi). 

Various perspectives were put forward by the panellists and the guests at the venue. Some focused on re-establishing the 
energy needs with lesser production and some took into account the thermodynamics of food with the ecological pyramid in 
mind. While others reiterated the “Green Lobbyism” which is engulfing the sustainability vision and the glorified coal sector 
losing its fizz. The discussion was not just limited to the technical aspect but  crucial points were being reflected by keeping 
in mind the techno-commercial viability. 

The event was a true indictment of the fact that we as 
Mechanical Engineers, have to focus not just on the 
technical aspects but the related factors such as 
sustainability, efficiency, cost, design and the age of the 
products we design.

Further to this, the event gave a wide range of 
networking opportunities to various participants, some 
of who had specially flown from Southern parts of India. 
Many also expressed their interest in taking up such 
initiatives in their institution and their respective 
organisations. 

October...
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Engineering Tomorrow 2015

November...
preparing our next generation

South Asia Region of IMechE organized the “Engineering Tomorrow 2015” at Colombo Sri Lanka on the 21st and 22nd of 
November 2015. The event comprised of South Asia Region SOFE Finals, southern asia design competition, global 
engineering debate, Learned Society Talks and Young members conference. From the SAR regional countries Bangladesh, 
India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan were the countries which took part in the event. 

South Asia Region Speak out for Engineering competition final was held on the 21st of 
November 2015 at OZO Colombo and kick- started the Engineering Tomorrow 2015 
event. 3 finalist each from Srilanka, Pakistan and India who were selected from the 
preliminary rounds competed each other to win the title of “SAR SOFE winner of 2015”. 
The judges for the competition were Douglas Wijesingha, Louis Szeto and  Nihal 
Mallikarachchi.

ShahShah Rukh from Pakistan was the first person to deliver her presentation on “Industrial 
Exhaust Air Energy Harvesting”. Her presentation made the audience to ponder about 
the ways of utilizing the industrial exhaust gas as a productive way. Furthermore the 
communication skills and gestures of her made the presentation more expressive and 
Kusal Tennakoon was the 2nd candidate to make his presentation. The topic of his was quite interesting which is “Into the 
heart of a heart”. The presentation was adroit and well ordered. It made the audience to understand how much heart is 
essential and install an artificial heart into humans who have cardiovascular disorders. 

VipulVipul Garg from India was the final candidate to make a presentation, and his topic was “Vehicle to Vehicle Communication 
(V2V)”. His presentation gave the audience of an insight into the future of communication between vehicles which will 
result in minimizing the road accidents. Ms. Shah Rukh was awarded as the winner and  Vipul Garg was declared as the 1st 
runner up of the competition. 

The global engineering debate’s fascinating topic was “Which type of 
energy should Sri Lanka invest on its future?” 3 speakers who were 
invited to the debate delivered their speech on 3 solutions.  Raja 
Amaratunga spoke on Fossil Fuel, Parakrama Jayasaingha spoke on 
Renewable Energy and T.M.R. Tennakoon spoke on the Nuclear Energy. 
A survey within the audience was carried out before and after the debate 
and it was found that Renewable Energy was the favourite solution where 
89%89% of the audience voted for this. The pre-debate audience poll got 89% 
votes for Renewables, 5.5% each for fossil fuels and nuclear. This changed 
slightly with support for fossil fuels and nuclear increasing to 10% and 8% 
respectively, while renewables lost ground with 82% votes.

Global Engineering Debate 

SAR Design Competition Finals

SAR region design competition was held on the 21st November 2015. One Team each from 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka qualified for the finals. The judges in this round were  Newton 
Wickramasuriya, Dr. Manjula Wickramasinghe, Prof. Naveen Kumar and Dr. Anura 
Rathnayake (SAR Coordinator). Ms. Sarah Ahmed and  Abdul Hannan from NED University 
of Engineering and Technology Pakistan were the first team to present their design.  They 
have designed a sign language to be converted into text messages which can assist a 
hearing disabled person to communicate using actions. 

The 2nd team to present their country at SAR design completion was a team comprising of  A.H.T. Eranga De Silva,  W.H.P. 
Sampath anda P.G.H.S. Rohanawansa who represented the University of Moratuwa Sri Lanka. They designed and fabricated 
a belt which needs to be worn by a hearing disordered person where this belt gives out vibrations in the direction that a 
particular sound is being generated and transmitted.  The University of Moratuwa Sri Lanka was declared the winner of the 
SAR design competition 2015. 

Speak Out For Engineering SAR Finals
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November...

9

A series of lectures were held with experienced speakers sharing their own field of expertise in engineering. The first 
presentation was delivered by Prof. Alan K. T. Lau, who is a professor at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University on “Product 
Engineering and Development”. Apart from the technical aspects he emphasized that the young members should take up 
roles of responsibility. The 2nd presentation was delivered by  Mangala Yapa who’s the Former CEO of Colombo Dockyard PLC 
on “Paradigm Shift in Engineering”. He expressed his views on maritime industry perspective on shifting the engineering 
boundariesboundaries from Independence to Interdependence, Analysis to Synthesis, Isolation to Integration, and Simple to Complex, 
Predictive to Adaptive and Mechanistic to Systemic. 3rd presentation was delivered by Siddartha Khastgir who’s currently 
pursuing his PhD at WMG, University of Warwick, UK and presented on “Going Driverless”. His lecture was intriguing and he 
spoke on the autonomous system by manufacturers and government and new standards and code of practices. Fourth 
presentation was delivered by Chanaka Wanniarachi ( GSK head of operations, Dehiwala) on “Industrial Safety”. The lecture 
was productive to the industrial engineers. 

Participants of Young Members Conference

Chanaka WanniarachiSiddartha KhastgirMangala Yapa Prof. Alan K. T. Lau

Young Member Conference

Learned Society Talks

The young member conference encouraged young members of IMechE from SAR Region to participate in discussions thus 
sharing their experiences and expectations that they have from the IMechE. It acted as a leadership program to help and 
motivate the young members to take up the responsibilities. The conference had presentations made by the Young members 
representing India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. These presentations gave the audience an idea about the kind of activities that 
each country conducted for the young members during the year 2015 and also the future events.  A brainstorming session was 
organizedorganized in groups helped the members to discuss what IMechE can offer to the young members. Overall the session was 
creative and successful. 
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Team Shark For IMechE Formula Student Competition 2016 UK 

November...

For the first time in Sri Lanka, Team SHARK which consists of undergraduates  from the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Moratuwa are ready to roll in 
this fascinating competition with the aspiration to set Sri Lanka higher in the automotive 
industry and enlighten capabilities of students in Mechanical Engineering Department. 
Kelashs and Rajive initiated the project at University of Moratuwa.
  
““We had to pick people who were good at building individual components of the car,” says 
Kelasha. The chosen ones were soon given a name: Team Shark comprising eight 
specialists, with about 60 other members to handle the overall processes. First a car was 
modelled using Solid Works following Formula Student rules. In order to analyse stresses 
developed, chassis was simulated using Solid Works. 

With the determination of improving the world through engineering, Institution of Mechanical Engineers encourages student 
teams from all around the world to compete in World’s most established educational motorsports competition for students, 
“Formula Student”. Successful completion of racing cars are judged  by the judges  and some high profile engineers under a 
variety of static and dynamic events including design, acceleration, fuel economy, endurance, and cost.

FormulaFormula Student UK Competition is held under the observation of external representatives from renowned international 
automotive firms. Talented members of competing student teams are recruited by automotive firms annually and members of 
past Formula Student teams are now actively engaged in designing the future of automobile industry. 

After analysing, materials for components were decided and tests were carried out using laboratory facilities in the University 
to ensure the suitability of selections. Team SHARK has won attention of various internal and external supportive personals and 
has a strong back bone supported by the Department of Mechanical Engineering. Building the chassis, suspensions and 
engine mounting have been finished with the support of donators towards the project, yet there is a long ride ahead with Diesel 
and Motor Engineering PLC which has become the sole sponsor. Time has come to reveal the quality of Sri Lankan intelligence 
and technological advancement.

Team Members 
Mr . Sasiranga De Silva  -    Faculty Advisor
Harshana Kelasha  - Team Leader
Rajive Wisidagama - Technical Director
Chathura Semasinghe - Operational Manager
Sajith Edirisinghe  - Finance Manager
Nushen SenevirathnaNushen Senevirathna - Chief Engineer - Chassis
Rukmal Dhanushka - Chief Engineer - Power Train
Praneeth Weerathunga - Chief Engineer - Steering
Isuru Mudalige  - Chief Engineer - Vehicle Dynamics
 nduwara Munasinghe - Chief Engineer – Electrical
Amith Mudugamuwa     - Marketing Director
Buddhi Herath  - Event Coordinator
Udith ShanUdith Shan  - IT And Media
Ms. Sachithra Atapattu - Documentation
Navoda Kulatunga -          Team Member Power Train 
Chinthaka Garusinghe -          Team Member Suspension & Dynamics     
Shameen Kamburugamuwa - Team Member Steering
Anurdhe Gunawardana - Team Dynamics and paddle box
Buddhika Alwis  - Team Member Power Train
Thushara Sandakalum     - Thushara Sandakalum     - Team Member Suspendion

Surprisingly, none of the team members is an 
active follower of the Formula One circuit. “Tesla. 
They’re really up there in terms of the future of 
engineering,” they reply in unison. Team Shark is 
operating on the same premise it seems.
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